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WOMEN"S BASKETBALL

CHARMAINE

T H E H O LY L A N D

The Bruin women take out

This young 17year-old has a wor
ship album worth

A scary battlefield
where none fear to

checking out

waiting to be visited?

PLU while on the road, 73-

61, and break the Olson
Auditorium winning streak

A&E — page 7

Sports — page 10

tread? Or an old friend

News — page 3
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George Fox University. Newberg, Oregon

Coming jrs. Abroad: Still a go
soon: the

TRACY

"The only reason that a trip

PRYBYLA

would be canceled is if the loca

Stajf Writer

tion became dangerous," stated
C h a m b e r l a i n i n a b r i e f i n t e r v i e w.

Campus

Going on a Juniors Abroad
trip has always been a highlight
of many students's careers at

Album

George Fox.
With almost a dozen trips to
a wide variety of countries in

happen."
Chamberlain did say that
this year each group will posses
an emergency cell phone, and

Europe and around the world,

students will be informed of

there is one that suits almost

emergency procedures if some
thing were to happen.
The juniors abroad program
is open to anyone with junior

D AV I D

FULLER

Contributing Writer
ADAM

SWEENEY

Contributing Writer
Tired of the same 40 songs
blaring endlessly on pop radio?
Haven't heard any good new
music for a while? This year's
campus album could be your
ears' salvation.

• The campus album is an
annua! compilation CD of GFU
bands and songwriters. This
year's producers, David Fuller
and Adam Sweeney, predict that
this could be the best campus
album yet. Fuller and Sweeney

"I don't really think that that will

every intereste.d student's tastes.
As exciting and eye-opening
as these trips are, some have been

standing who has attended Fox
for three consecutive years.

wondering if the trips will be
continuing as the world situation
becomes more uncertain.

Interested students must maintain

As of now, they will.

a 2.0 CPA and good standing
w i t h t h e o f fi c e s o f s t u d e n t l i f e

Actually, no large changes
are being made to the juniors
abroad program. The main rea
son for this is that no trips are

a n d s t u d e n t fi n a n c i a l s e r v i c e s .

Transportation costs are par
tially subsidized by the
University, so the costs of the
trips range between $ 11 GO and
$1800. Transfer students may
receive some help with trans

planned in any locations that are
considered unstable or unsafe.

The majority of the 2003
trips are destined for locations in
Western Europe, including
France, Italy, Greece, Germany,

portation costs, but that must be
worked out individually with
George Fox. Other students and
alumni can apply for the tour and

updated tjie studio equipment
with a grant provided by the ASC
Student Project Fund.

England, and many other coun

Combining a new digital
hard disk recorder, compressor,
and special effects unit with the

Australia, four countries in

For more information on the

Central America, and a China.
South Korea, and Vietnam tour.

mixing board and studio micro
phones owned by Fuller and
ASC. the producers expect to

The director of overseas

juniors abroad program in gener
al, visit http://www.georgefox.
edu/academics/undergrad/overseas/juniorsabroad/index.html or

yield a high-quality, professional

see Album, page 12

tries.

pay the full cost.

The other locations are in

study, Paul Chamberlain, and the
individual trip leaders are mak

MERCI ME: Paris is just one of the many popular for

eign destinations available to all juniors in May. There
ing sure to be aware of changing has been quite a bit of worry by both students and par

talk to Paul Chamberlain or indi

economic, social and political

ents alike that the current international situation would

tions of the tours are included on

changes throughout all of the

affect the safety of all Juniors Abroad trips this year.

this website.

destinations.

vidual trip leaders. Full descrip

Students score experience at job fair
vided her with information on the

intern for suite and preferred servic
es. "I am so glad that my foot is in
the door with a big corporation and I
am able to continue networking." she

Despite economic hardships fac
ing our country today, students with
determination and the right resources
are successfully finding jobs and

positions open as well as a contact

explained.

beginning careers. Three of these
students are Julie Sears, Melissa

After updating her resume and

CHRISTINA

LY O N S

Contributing Writer

Lapp and Davie Wold, all seniors

graduating in May 2003.
Julie Sears credits networking
for her current internship position

GFU EDUCATION: Senior Davie Wold is just with the Blazers. She found out about
one of several Fox students who found a great
the Blazers internship while brows
job through the Career Services office.

ing Job Connect, a computer network

provided by Career Services. She

then talked to a friend currently
working with the Blazers, and he pro

n u m b e r. J u l i e t h e n h a d a n i n f o r m a
tional interview with the director of
ticket sales.

creating a cover letter specific to the
position she was seeking, she created
a portfolio. She gathered samples of
her work from various classes and

Julie's advice for other students

seeking employment is to utilize all
of the resources available. "Learn to

be professional and try to see whatev
er situation you are in as an opportu
nity to network," she said. "If you
want something to happen, you have
to prepare. Start getting things

other jobs. "When 1 had the inter

view, I was able to back up every skill
I listed on my resume with evidence."
Julie was hired on the spot as the

see Jobs, page 2
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Powder Puff girls Jobs: using your resources

tance of networking, 'Networking now is only

continued from page 1

take the Held
ERIN

Powder Puff is (lag football
with role reversal: women play and

And.

of leniininity will
this weekend.
they will say.
"Ooof!" "Ahhh!"

In past years, the Student
Alumni Council (SAC)

has sponsored the annu
al Powder Puff game,
which usually
took place duri
n
g

sometimes

"Show no meicy!"
and "We own you!"
Powder

Homecoming

Puff

Weekend.

Football will take over

the

George

After

Fox

a

year of reprieve,

University soccer field on
Sunday. February 23. with

various senior class

.students decided to bring the

boldne.ss and determina

tradition back.

Tlie game has full support

tion.

Coached by James
Mead

and

Christcnscn.

of

the

Associated

Student

Mike

Community (ASC). although it is

the

not considered an ASC event.

uppercIassmen
ladies will chal

Both Denny Lawrence with
Bon Appeiil and Andy Dunn with

lenge

the GFU Bookstore have donated

the

underclassmen

uniform t-shirts for the two teams.

ladies, coached

Excitement is high as the teams
have been practicing strategy and

by
Steve
Beardslcy and Brad Bates.
The game is scheduled to start
at 2 pm. and the Intramural Staff

Michael Hampton, As.sociate Director of
Career Services, emphasizes the importance of
targeting particular companies and going alter
opportunities.

"Finding a job is not about sending out a

men watch.

e v e n " Ta k e h e r o u t ! "

views," she stated.

together now!"

will referee.

Sweet sounds
visit the campus
"Watch the cut,"
"She's faking it."
"Make the play!"

the real world. Extra

knowledge wil make a difference in your inter

NEWBERRY

Guest Writer

going to help you in

formations in the rain, cold and

mud. and they hope for a safe, fun,
and competitive game.

\

Women's

Powder Puff
Game
upperclassmen women

large quantity of resumes to employers and
hoping to get lucky," he stated. "Getting a Job

or internship is about making a solid connection

with the person who makes the hiring deci

Sunday
February 23rd
2 pm
GFU Soccer Field

me!"

A third student who has profited from uti

lizing his resources is Davie Wold. He is an

accounting and finance major, and will be start

Melissa Lapp offers advice similar to
Julie's. "Get an internship," she urges. "You'll
have your foot in the door...an internship is

the big four accounting firms.

seriously your ticket in."

Melissa has recently accepted a job offer

when KPMG gave a presentation at George
Fox. He set up an informal interview here at

from the Target Corporation to be a manager

Fox with the firm, then was invited to a social

w

1

t

ing a position in October with KPMG, one of
Davie heard about internship opportunities

at

h

Rock

Bottom

offer

Brewery in Portland
to get to know some

r e s u l t e d

of the members of

Mervyn's.
This

from

t h e fi r m .

her

S o o n a f t e r, D a v i e

t e n - w e e k

internship

was interviewed for

with

mally at the firm and
offered an internship

the

c o m p a n y
last summer.
i

position. He worked
full time as a paid

e n t i r

intern last summer

T

h

for nine weeks, then

process was

spring when

was offered a perma
nent position.
An internship offer

set

in

motion last

Melissa hes-

from KPMG is basi

i t a n t 1 y

cally a job offer, as

signed up

t h e fi r m h a s h i r e d

for

an

FUTURE CAREER: Student Melissa Lapp went e v e r y o n e o f i t s

internship

through several interviews before getting her
the OLAPC internship then paid position with Mervyn's.
interview at

interns for the past
five years.
"1 am very excited
about the opportuni-

jobs fair.
"I never would have thought that I would
be involved with Mervyn's, but it is actually a

ties this presents - I have already gained a

really great company. I think this will be a

understanding of how things work within the

career for me."

Melissa went through an intense period of

organization," said Davie.
His advice for others is to understand the

interviews, first for the internship and then for
the paid position at the end of the summer. She
was flown by Mervyn's out to Minnesota for a

importance of communication and networking.
No matter what field you are going into,
good communication and the ability to establish

two-day interview where her intern status

relationships with people is the key. When

round of interviews without having to complete

underclassmen girls

"Especially in this economy, to know by

December of my senior year that when I gradu
ate 1 will have a steady job and be making a
decent wage takes a huge load of stress off of

sions."

allowed her a guaranteed spot in the second

v s .

Melissa's position with the Target

Corporation wil begin on June first.

t h e fi r s t r o u n d .

"Having been an intern really helped with
the interviews - I knew a little bit about the

organization's culture and I knew what lingo to
use," Melissa explained.

She feels that utilizing her resources gave

her a definite advantage in her job search. She

took advantage of opportunities provided by
Career Services, including workshops and other
forums about interviewing that are available to
students.

"If I hadn't known what behavioral inter
viewing was before my interviews, I would not
have done nearly as well!" she exclaimed.

Melissa, like Julie, emphasized the impor-

wider range of experience and have a primary

entering the business world, take every oppor
tunity to get to know people...this will help you
gain valuable experience."
Hampton affirms the direction these stu

dents took. "Melissa, Julie and Davie took
advantage of the resources in our office and

realized the value of an internship."
He feels that students should be thinking

and planning ahead to prevail in the business
world.

"All three of these individuals did the risht

^mg
successf
ul inath
career
ts.
Theytonetbe
worked
to cont
cteitrhei
r hiringpursui
supervi

sors via the phone, participated in company

information sessions, or attended the jobs fair,
s ow to set yourself up with employment

opportunities."

tlje
I

$5 OFF

I

Cut, Nail Service or Waxing

I

$10 OFF

I

Chemical Srevice

I

Shawna Dunlap
503-538-9993

2316 Porta
l nd Rd., Sutie D ^
Newberg,OR 97132 |
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Israel: a land unrivaled by any other
JESSICA

HOWARD

AssistafU Editor
In my relatively short lifetime, I have
traveled to 23 countries and lived in four,

each of them unique and beautiful and
filled with amazing memories, and 1

tion" in Israel. The believers there have a

Him, but 1 somehow felt a very small,

(or else our U.S. media doesn't tell us

special bond with God, a special outlook, a

almost undetectable, sense of loss. It felt

about every single one). Every morning

like as soon as 1 was out of His land, away
from His people, an tiny part of that con

we heard about the latest Palestinian

nection faded.

women and children, everyone was silent.

There is no book big enough for me to
talk about the people of Israel, whether
Israeli or not. One of the things I most
admired is that they are independent and

TTie rest of the school day was carried on
in solemn, heartbreaking silence.

special relationship...all difficult to
explain.

1 can only describe how I felt while
there, and it's as if God has a special fond
ness for those in the land He has chosen, in
the land His son came to live, suffer, and

thought 1 had known what it was to miss a

die in, in the land full of His unbelieving

c o u n t r y.

people. I experienced so many intimate

But after leaving Israel last year, I've
realized that 1 can never miss a country as

they are tough. You have to be. Imagine
times with the Lord, so many unique expe- . how you, an American, felt on September

much as 1 miss this one.
What is it about Israel that makes it so

bombing, usually on a public bus with

I can only relate it to feeling
September llth over and over again. It
didn't matter if these people weren't
Americans; they were fellow human
beings. In just one week, 1 remember three
different bombings. One Palestinian man
even broke into an Israeli home in the mid

unforgettable? 1 could go through my list

dle of the night and shot the mother and

of possibilities, but I'll skip all that and

h e r c h i l d r e n i n t h e i r b e d s . Yo u n e v e r f o r

answer that it cannot be narrowed down to

get something like that. You can never for
get the images of dead Israeli children on
buses still smoldering from the bomb.
You can never get over the thought
that just moments before the explosion, the
bus was boarded by a Palestinian bomber
who got on, looked around him and saw
the children holding onto their mothers'
hands on their way to school, and still

just one aspect, in contrast with many
countries.

1 miss Japan because it is my birth
place and where my favorite childhood
memories took place. 1 miss England
because of things like my rugby team and
amazing professors. 1 miss Austria because

of its breathtaking mountains and lakes.
What most students know of other coun

chose their death.

tries is what they've experienced on a
Juniors Abroad trip or a semester of con-*
sortium, and they miss their friends, ran

Yet although tough, the Israelis have
the biggest hearts I have ever seen in a
people. So hospitable and warm, they love
you for coming over, they love you for
being with them, they love you even
before you love them.

dom memories, being in that country,
being out of Newberg, etc.
However, whereas other countries

have their gorgeous landscapes or a warm
hearted culture or even just hold our fond
memories, each seems to be lacking in one
thing or another. Yet Israel has it all - and
then some.lsrael is the only country 1 have
ever found myself referring to using the
words "she" or "her." There is just some

The Israeli teachers in the school I

worked in were some of the most amazing
women I have ever met. They were strong
and loud and loved to laugh - and were so
full of God's love thai it was contagious.
The Israeli military family I stayed
with at the end of my trip treated me like a

thing unique and special and utterly unexplainable about this small patch of land
God chose for His people.
It is by far the most unique country I
have ever been in, with the most unparal
leled "claim to fame" that no other country

queen and dropped everything just to
spend time with me, talk to me, find out
about who I was, and of course test my
l i m i t e d H e b r e w.
And the Israeli children...there are no
words. It feels like an understatement to

can make. It is the land where the God I

simply say that they were. some of the
greatest kids I've ever worked with. They
all have such unique spirits, they love to

have dedicated my life to chose to spend
over 30 years. No other country in the
world can boast that.

play and learn and ask questions, and they
are all so intelligent (most spoke two or
three languages fluently).
In closing, the "feature" completely

Now from an outside perspective,
Israel may not appear to be very "blessed."

Obviously, she has been the staging
ground for countless wars, invasions, and
o t h e r f o r m s o f fi g h t i n g , f r o m t h e

unique to Israel is the fact that it is. indeed,

Babylonians to the Crusaders to 1948 to
today's attempts by the Palestinians to take
over the land. And at a quick glance, Israel
doesn't appear to be very geographically

I found myself living near the sea
where He calmed the storm, helped the

where Jesus lived His life.

disciples catch fish, and walked on water.
One day, I walked through Capernaum,
where Jesus lived with Peter, healed a par

pretty. It looks dry and arid and almost
completely devoid of trees.

alytic, and eventually cursed the city for its

So although I constantly miss several
countries, why is this the one country out
ol 23 that my heart aches for so greatly,
above and beyond all the rest?

unbelief.

I walked through almo.st the entire
city of Jerusalem, followed the Via
Dolorosa, strolled around the Garden of

First, 1 believe what the Bible tells us

Gethsemane where He was arrested, saw

about God choosing this land, giving it to

sites where many believe He was crucified
and buried, and gazed in wonder at the

His people, and blessing it. ("1 will bless
those who bless you, and whoever curses
you I will curse" [Genesis 12;3], "May
tho.se who bless you be blessed and those
who curse you be cursed" [Numbers

24:9].) People may have their own opin
ions about what this means, but I personal
ly experienced this blessing while carrying
out God's will for me and His people in

JH.S.SiCA HOWARD

Top: The Western Wall, or Wailing Wall, and Temple Mount in
Jerusalem, with the left side for men and the right side for women.
Middle: With two favorite Israeli children, Yohanna and Yotam. at
school in Tiberias. Bottom: The Garden Tomb is not the traditional site

of Jesus' burial, but there are many who believe it is.

"I will bless those who bless you,"

riences and impressions, and when He

promises God, and indeed He has blessed
many in Israel, such as the missionaries

spoke to me, it wasn't like He always docs.
It was closer, bolder, more awe-inspiring

there who have committed their lives to

and heart-stopping - yet at the same time

bringing the g'ospel of Jesus Christ, the

.softer, as if He was right behind me and
whispering gently into my ear.

will try. There is just a different "connec

Abruaiy2l,ai3

r e t u r n .

One evening as I stood on the Mount
of Olives, watching a gorgeous sunset over
Jerusalem, I remember feeling not at all
like I was in a strange, foreign country.
Instead, I felt like 1 was visiting an old
friend.

Israel.

Messiah, to all Jews.
1 don't know how to describe it, but I

Golden Gate, sealed until the Messiah's

Upon my return from Israel, 1 contin

ued as always in my relationship with

11. Now, imagine this happening over and
over and over again...once a month, once
a week, even once a day.
Before I got to Israel. I thought the

My entire life had been spent hearing
the stories and learning about the events
that had taken place there for thousands
and thousands of years, even before Jesus.
I didn't feel scared or worried or nervous.

people would have gotten used to all the

I knew God had led me there, wanted me

bombings and deaths...but I was wrong.

working there, desired for me to finally see
this old friend in person and not have to
dream about it any longer.

And it seemed as though the number

of bombings went up during my time there

fssue'8 Vol. CXTX
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11
ABIGAIL

RINE

Opinion Editor

—

J

The

Chateau
of True
Love

1 must have a masochistic streak, because

tonight, going about my usual business of pro

If you weren't American, would you hate America?

crastination, 1 tbund myself in front of the televi
sion. It gets worse...1 watched Joe Millionaire.
I know, I know - whatever smidgen of cred

America benefits and protects

America: The ethnocentric pro

ibility I had earned just scampered out the door.

the world, defends freedom

moter of wealth and arrogance

But amazingly, I learned some very important

lessons camped out in front of the telly. A.s,I
watched the tall, dashing hero sneaking into the
woods to make, out with his skimpy little
princess, I felt my cynical heart begin to melt. 1
realized: Faiiy tales do exist, and dreams can

MICAH

the ground economically,
and some they have saved

PA R K

Guest Writer

' the world economically,

the US, would I love or

the United States has pro

i n a n i s o l a te d ch a te a u w i th d o ze n s o f o th e r vi x

hate America? There are

tected freedom around the

ens. all vying for the attention of the mightybrowed doofus who is their collective prince

several reasons why I
w.ould view America posi

world. During World War
II and the Cold War, and

chiirming. Never mind that he confuses the words
"breast" and "dress" vvhen giving compliments.

tively.
America gives finan

Money is what makes him a prince...right?
In case you are unfamiliar with this program

cially to the world.
America has defended and

(what's wrong with you?), I will paint the roman

oppression by dictators

continues to defend free

tic picture for you. Basfcally. a hottrd of hungry

and from the fear of terror

dom,

ism.

supposed wealth. (I still can't figure out which is
more non-existent).

So what are these women hungry for? Well,
true love, obviously. If I were suddenly inspired

to find the man of my dreams, I would undoubt
edly apply for a reality television show, equip
my.self with an airay of clothes two sizes too
.small, and gallop over to France to give some
random guy an ego boost by battling dozens of
other women for his approval. I can feel my sense
of self-worth increasing just thinking about it!
I'm so glad a television network linally
invested time <uid finances into creating a quality
show, focused on building deep, loving relation

now in the war on terror

ism, the US has protected
people worldwide from

America

comes

now, with the United
Nations, (which the Uhited

through the television. What

States helped build) oppos

I see does not impress me.

ing it, the United States has

I see sitcoms where

decided to shun the advice of

the world, and proceed to
bully anyway.
Perhaps George Bush

Millions of Americans

have died protecting the

"reality" shows that seem to

support him. He has not
found any public that sup

introducing new technolo

world from oppression.

have no other purpose than to

ports him.

gies, particularly medical

O n e o f t h e m o s t i n fl u e n t i a l

techniques, to the world.

effects of the American

control

or

oppress it. Also, America

This year, the United
States Agency for
International Development

is planning to assist coun
t r i e s o n fi v e c o n t i n e n t s

with economic develop
ment.

This organization and

others like it, including
Compassion International
and

Northwest

Medical

Teams, are supported by
the funds of Americans.

people-upon the world is
technology.
Numerous

devices

have been invented in the
U n i t e d S t a t e s t h a t b e n e fi t

people's lives. These

include the assembly line,
the airplane, and many
other crucial inventions.

Americans are responsible
for much computer and
medical technology.
Throughout the histo
ry of the United Slates,

world in many ways.

1 can find me a man!

organizations have
changed the lives of hun

dreds of millions of peo
ple. They have saved

global influence and are

Now wouldn't that be a dream come true?

country, especially a teenag
er, most of my information

like she alone is the authority
on what isTight, and to hell
with everyone else. Even

has been instrumental in

not

With the power of the
American dollar, these

best, you might end up with someone as bright,
iuliculate. and socially adept as Joe Millionaire.

doesn't like.

The United States acts

As a member of another

about

does something America

spoiled rich Americans sit in
their lavish apartments, dis
cussing breakfast cereal,
soup Nazis, and who is
sleeping with who. I see

ships. After watching Joe Millionaire. I because
disillusioned with my academic goals. I don't
really need a college education; I ju.st need to
learn more about fashion and beauty products so
Remember: Don't ever settle for anything
less ihiui Prince Channing. If you hold out for the

G u e s t Wr i t e r

In addition to helping

If I was not a citizen of

Who can argue? As a woman, 1 just froth at
the mouth with the thought of spending a month

they crank up the seductive charm to bag the mil
lionaire Speedo model whojsn'l really a million
aire. Obviously these valiant women arc motivat
ed to win because of his personality, and not his

BLANCHARP

from disease.

come true.

women is deposited in a French castle, where

RYA N

some from starvation,

some they have provided
with assistance to get off

America has benefited the
T h e s e b e n e fi t s h a v e

not limited to finances, but
include the defense of lib

erty, and the creation of

new technology.

has found governments to

If I live in a good tourist

expose the worst in people.
People on T.V. eat dis

location,

gusting food for money, fight
for the "love" of some guy
who is lying to them, and try

Americans behave in my
country. Usually, they have
no knowledge of our culture

to

or customs, and do not seem

save

the

world

from

bombs that are set up by peo
ple who look like us. It's
like America is obsessed

with money. If they're not
chasing it, they're staring at
the people who have it.

If I am older, most of my
information about America

has probably come through
history, where America has

bullied and manipulated its
way into too much power
and arrogance.

I've seen America, which has

control of a good percentage
of the world's resources, take
these things away from coun

tries whenever the country

I

see

how

to care if they are offensive
to us. They turn up their
noses at our food, laugh at
our customs, and treat our

poor with disdain.
Some of them come to

help, which we appreciate.
When they do come, usually
they want us to accept their
religion, which we simply
can't do. I doubt, if a number
of us were to come to their

town, that they would accept

our religion while we painted
their house.
It's not that we want to

dislike America, but they
sure make it hard not to.

Good ole' down home cookin'...

SpiCtS Mo-Kine,
yoLxr
W/cyAe.r

Mo

TA C O " B e l l
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OPINION
TO

IL IE T T IE R
D e a r E d i t o r,

When I opened the
February 7 edition of The
Crescent and browsed through,

IE

T

rereading it, I still feel confi

dent in my approach), I do
appreciate the critiques and

with homosexuality...?"

personally comment on the

said, I have been .successful.
A n d , c l e a r l y, " D r a m a
used for truth, not spite,"

feel that the students express

thing about the directors' inten
tions throughout the article.
I am simply asking ques
tions. Everywhere 1 make" an

and therefore invalid.

caused some contemplation.
I have received personal
letters of grievance and
encouragement from many stu

Although I am very

I was embarrassed —no

one likes to be Infamous! But,

after the shock of realizing that
my opinion is not the only one

R

1 knew that I could not

article.

u.sed for truth, not spite."

O

chosen simply because it deal

had written entitled "Drama

pages, were four Letters to the

T

that sentence. I quote, "was it

Editor concerning an article I

For there, on the Opinion

I

gize for anything 1 wrote (after

dents, ones involved in drama
and ones not, concerning the

notorious.

ID

cause contemplation of any
kind about anything I've ever

ing anger had that right.
Now for my rebuttal:
Many of the students have
expres.sed concerns that they
were attacked personally, or
that my opinion is uninformed

I discovered something: I am

IE

pleased with the general reac
tion caused by my article, and
hope that it will be a catalyst
for change (or at least growth),

second half of the show, and I

Never once do I state any

didn't.

acts I did see.

I still stand by my argu

assumption in the article, I dis

ment that drama needs to be

claim with "I cannot be cer

used for truth, and that the line
between what's okay to present
and what's not okay is very

tain,..."
I know that I do not know

I do know many of the
students quite well, and I have
been in productions and also
know the background of the
theatre department.

My entire argument
r e v o l v e d a r o u n d t h e fi v e o n e -

the inner workings of the

gray and easily smeared.
I refer to Paul's passage in
Philippians that says, "Finally,

hearts of the directors or stu

dents. But, there is something
to be said for outward appear

brothers, whatever is true,

a n c e s .

whatever is noble, whatever is

I am not some bum off the

In addition, one writer

street making these arguments.
1 have seen the good and the

whose play appeared in the

right, whatever is pure, what
ever is lovely, whatever is

second half of the show com

admirable... think about such

bad sides of the dramatic world

plained that because I did not

ago, and so many students who
read it have forgotten what it

at George Fox University.
A couple of students men

see the entire show I could not

sy!

actually said and have only the

tioned that I staled things I

invalid.

If there's one thing I
could hope to leave behind
after I graduate in two months,

letters of response to judge

simply did not state.

their reaction of it.

I only commented on
what I saw. In my fifth sen

things" (4:8).
He does not say, "But, in
matters of drama, bad words
are okay."
That's all I'm saying, and
I'm sticking to my argument.
Let the controversy continue!

it's a legacy of thought.
Even if every time some

only for me to enlighten stu
dents about the valid points in

one thinks of me, he or she

my argument.

in the univer.se. I realized that

there are a few areas I felt mis

finally I have accomplished

understood.

one goal I've had in participat

Unfortunately, my article
was printed over two months

ing in The Crescent sincefreshm a n y e a r.
I have raised controver

grumbles, if those grumbles

One

A rebuttal is necessary

Although I don't apolo

writer

said

comment on any of it. This is

"Newberry wrote that I chose
my show 'simply because it
dealt with homosexuality'."

tence of the article, I wrote, "I
have been informed there were

Erin

However, I actually was

some better ones in the last

Senior

asking a question when I wrote

Lord of the Ring

1

needs revision.

only saw the first five... and I

half."

The gift of silence is essential
for speaking the truth in love

This suggestion of 'we' is

AARON

SCHMAIJTZ

Editor-in-Chief

incon'cct. This should be interpreted

.JOSEPH

"I want a better ring, you cheapskate."

Guest Writer

Secondly, the engagement ring
should be considered a first step of a

Newberry

BENNICK

Maybe it will mean that we give
.someone el.se the last word. Maybe it
will mean that we turn down the

Throughout our lives we have
been taught to speak our minds. We
have learned the art of arguing as a
means for problem solving. We have

opportunity to state our opinion and
instead value them as a person.
The idea of silence is not limited

First off, lets get one thing

journey, not the final destination. My
dad spent 50 bucks on my mom's

straight. George Fox University is
responsible for 90 percent of the

engagement ring, and then upgraded
for their 20th anniversary.

witnessed countless debates. We read

books and take classes on apologetics.

Christians as well. When we begin
our long speeches on how everyone
else is wrong, we only hinder the

divorces in America. That's right. 90

Living out of your means at
the beginning of a relationship defines

Our Christian subculture has

gospel. Many people have blind faith

glorified the articulated speakers, but
rarely do we listen. You will not find
a book on this subject. You will never

similar to the faith of Christians. If

take a class to learn these skills.

we only turn them off to the gospel.
What would happen if you asked

percent.

I am sure that some may dis
agree, but allow me to elaborate.
The engagement ring dates
back to the ancient days of inamage,
and was simply a symbol of the
groom's intentions to maiTy. Today, it
has become a filthy competition.
Every time I see someone get engaged
at Fox (which is often), someone will

ask, "how big is the ring."
What ever happened to
"Congratulations to the happy cou
ple?"
Guys, if the girl you love
would look at the ring before answer
ing your proposal, run. Fast. Far. She
is not the one.

Ladies, this should not upset
you. Understand that most good guys

disaster.

Finally, a girl should never
know the price of the ring. Did you
ask your mom how much the sweater
she got you for Christmas was? Why
does this ring somehow slip under the
radar of gift decorum?
An engagement ring is not a
status symbol. I beg you, men, under
stand that if your lady thinks it is, you
need to either talk about it, or forget it.
Don't convince yourself that this ideal
will stop at the diamond.
Oh, and by the way guys...if
you want to save money and actually
get a better ring... don't buy plat
inum- it actually dings and scratches
easier than white gold and is twice as

spendy. Do your research. To a point,

will stretch their means to make their

inclusions and color in a diamond are

lady smile...and a relationship should
never be based on a pocketbook.

invisible to the naked eye and can
save you thousands. If you want your

What's to be done?

The phrase "We just want the
ring that will really make us happy."
Febnuiry 21, 2003

ring to look bigger, ditch the total
weight and stick with a nice sized
solitaire.

No one will ever tell you about a
renowned listener, but listening is one
of the most valuable talents you can
have. The world is full of speakers,
and there are plenty of people with
opinions, but what about the other
side?

All too often I stumble upon
people having a heated debate about

doctrinal issues that leave people crip
pled and calloused. Why is it that
Christians have an innate reaction to

blitzkrieg into an apologetic argument
every time they hear a slightly dis
agreeable term?
Do we honestly believe that
someone would be happy about get
ting lectured for three hours on
Levitical law, or hearing the 18 rea
sons why they are wrong? It is naive
to think that our attempt to argue
someone into the right direction will
be taken with a good conscience.

to Christians; we should li.sten to non-

we start an argument hoping that we
will convince them of the truth, then

a non-Christian to share their faith

with you? They might think you want
to be a friend if you just listen and do
not say anything in response. We
must value people as people, regard
less of what they believe. We don't
have to agree with them, but we do
have to love them.
If in fact we know the truth, then

why should we be threatened by lis
tening to someone who believes
something different? If we are edu
cated through studying the gospel,
and we honestly seek the truth, then
w e w i l l fi n d i t .

If your neighbors hold to a piece
of doctrine that you disagree with,
maybe you can lead them in the right
direction by showing them a passage
of scripture. But if they get defensive
~ stop.

to people, we need to learn the atti

Pushing your views on them will
only lead to contention. Besides, our
salvation does not depend upon our

tude of: "How can I be the most effec

doctrine. What harm can come from

tive at furthering the gospel?"

listening?

We need to learn how to listen
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Game. Album- and Book Reviews

The Gift of Fear by Gavin de Becker: A must read
O E S I R E E H AY W O O D

by a stranger, what to do if you
arc being stalked, and much

Becker discourages the use of
headphones by women jogging
alone, saying that they have

The gift of fear? Wouldn't

more. As stated on the back

"disabled the survival sense

you call it the curse of fear?
According to author Gavin dc
Becker, true fear is a gift.
The purpose of his book

most likely to warn [thcml about
dangerous approaches: [their]

The Gift of Fear is to "learn how

cover, this book might just save
your life.
Thoughts about personal
safely are often at the forefront
of a woman's mind. Ask any

to tell the difference" between

man how often he thinks about

display [their] vulnerability for

real and unwarranted fear, and

what to do when presented with

his safety, and nine times out of
ten he'll either say he doesn't

everyone to see." He also sug
gests that women should "Turn

e i t h e r.

know or indicate that it's been .a

The book offers practical
assistance in determining just
what does and does not pose a

completely, take in everything,

great while.
As almost any woman can
attest, concern for personal safe

personal threat.
Contrary to what its title
may suggest, this book helps the
reader be less fearful in everyday

ty is something that occupies the
female mind quite frequently often many times a day. however

Slaff Writer

life.
It also offers useful advice
on how to act when confronted
with an uncomfortable situation

such as when one is approached

fleeting.
Though it doesn't offer a
long list of dos and don'ts. the
book does provide useful tips to
increase safety. For example, de

Second-guessing yourself in
matters of personal safety is out

A&E

ROBY

Editor

trust when there isn't sufficient
reason for it), the offering of too
labeling of someone, usually
them to respond - an early form
of control, such as, "you re prob

wires leading up to [their] ears

are."

when there is none, or garnering

with an insult, in order to get

And even worse? "Those

and look squarely at someone
who concems you."
This serves to give informa
tion and let the potential threat
know that you are not a "tenta
tive, frightened victim-in-wait
ing." "You are not easy prey," he
urges, "so don't act like you

ing (suggesting a connection

many details, typecasting (the

hearing."

Charmaine: a worship album
STEPHEN

the window. Intuition can mtike
sense of many seemingly discon-

ably not that independent," etc.),
and even charm can all be warn

ings if too many of them are
apparent in certain contexts.
Nearly all of the general

population will someday face at
least one of these types of situa
TWBOOKMARK.COM/BOOK/31

nected details faster than logic
can. and warning signals may
wave red flags, though the per
son in danger often ignores
them.

Things such as forced team

t i o n s . T h e o ff e n d e r m a y b e
someone close to you, such as a

spouse, a friend, or an acquain
tance.

This book is a valuable tool

for preparation for just such an
eventuality- It's truly a "mustread."

Vice Citv: Four stars

catered to by cur
rent

and

recent

worship albums.
What does it mean to wor

From

a

ship God in our generation? 17
year-old Charmaine has pro
duced a worship album in
answer to this question.
"1 want my peers to know
that He's not just the Bible story
God they've heard about or
learned about in Sunday school.

didgeridoo to a
keyboard synthe

1 want them to understand that

diligently moves
with the worship

worship is a lifetime event."
She is tmly a pilgrim in the
world of modem worship. Her

sizer the music on
Ail About Jesus is

attention keeping,
but

not

distract

ing.
The

music

ELLIOT

Staff Writer

ful attitude found

Grand Theft Auto Vice City,

in Charmaine's

style of music combines heart
felt lyrics and heart with quality
music and thoughtful presenta

soul-supported
singing.
This isn't the type of music

tion.

you can fall asleep to, but it isn't
the type of music that steals your

Most often when 1 stumble

of

Jesus

who he is."

artist and a true worshiper. Her
music is choice and her voice,

album to be a

heavenly. She is worth Idoking

perfect mix of
quality and

for in your local Christian music
selection; She will give you yet
another reason to worship with

found

heart.

It

Is

impressive,

her incredible talent and heart

but

felt soul.

not

dis

tracting.
Charmaine's
voice is a won
der in itself. It

IS a simple and

name in the future. This woman

across a worship CD I have to
sift through the quality lacking

captivating vocal miracle. It is

songs to get to the popping
healthily energetic worship.

well shaped, and
heart softening. As
Charmaine sings
she almost seems

mind and heart. It is a worship
album in the truest sense of the

her talent to bring
more emphasis

word. It is easy to join with her

into the heart of the

She sings as if she is singing
to God, not to the teen with

headphones on. The diverse
music and her marvelous voice

blend together to create a wor
shipful atmosphere rather than a
concert-type setting often

of God. is going places.

smooth on the ears,

Jesus, is simply just that. Her
lyrics focus on genuine states of

in her style of worship.

In short, this is possibly the
best worship album I've ever
surveyed. Were I you, I will cer
tainly keep my eyes open for her

N - Charmaine

Charmaine's CD, All About

in heaven.

this

I

and

worship like this exemplifies the
kind of worship that will be sung
Charmaine is an incredible

Abba.

ple to see more

HTrP://CHARMAlNEJNFO

from

attention

/"I want peo-

the latest addition to the OTA
series of video games, has been

the center of some controversy in
my hail and in practically every
gaming community on campus.
This highly
addictive game pro
vides hours upon

ty. a quality we could all use a bit
more of.

On the other side of things,
those who fall into the no catego
ry emphasize the negative aspects
of the game, such as murder,
extortion, larceny, and prostitu
tion.

I can remember a specific

hours of fun and
entertainment for all

those who play it,
but at what cost?

Should this
game be at home in

the repertoire of a
Christian? With all

the drug dealing,
gangster robbing,
and prostitute

killing, some say no
while others say yes.

1 myself belong
to the latter group: I

techtv.com/extended play/reviews/story
believe that this game is chock
lull of positive morals and values instance when one of the guys in
For example, the local law my hall told me he would never

to hold back bits of

this game; he was feeling
enforcement does not just sit by play
and aUow you to wreak havoc in rather dirty after buying a hooker,
Vice City; this is an exampie of and then killing her and getting
law enforcement at its finest, free his money back.

worship music.
1 recommend

of corruption and politics.

this album to any
one who enjoys

that a good
90/o of the people you
kil are

good worship. It;
isn't slow and it I

gangsters and lowlifes. Wha^

more could you ask for? By win-

isn't annoyingly I
"punkish." I believe

BAUER

HTTP://CHARMAINE.INFO

I do agree that this was

wrong in oh so many ways, but il
was not a necessary factor of the
game.

Overall I would say that Vice

"Ig out the.se people you are City is a quality game. I give it
stars. Why not five? Because
demonstratittg civic responsibi' four
it really is just a video game.
TEnnrwrxTT
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Shut lip & Listen S k i l l e t S h a k e s B a u m a n
To a piece of

rORV

MANDINA

Staff Writer
On February 14, 2003,

STEPHFN Pnny

heart

A&I: &/iror

The lights came back up and
people stretched their backs and
rubbed their eyes as another
Woodmar show came to a close.

In near silence they filed out

there was more than Just love in
the air, there was smoke—fill

ing up the Bauman Auditorium

plete: "War hurts. War is ugly. War

kills. War's evil doesn't stop when

stage as Skillet

i t ' s o v e r. "

off. It was a night

Their biggest highlights
came when they not only
played their biggest hit entitled
"You Know," but masterfully
covered "The Middle" by
Jimmy Eat World and "Super
Good Feeling" by Christian

have easily come from
other amazing factors.
Skillet

an

shame, and a multitalented

multitasking won
der named Korey
(lead singer John
Cooper's wife).
She not only

fi l l e d w i t h l o u d ,

and a magnificent cast and crew, the

featured

extremely cool female drum
mer who might have put a
Travis Barker (of Blink 182) to

rocked the roof

With this powerful mes.sage

t w o

Ihe main entrance, none of them
production was heart-stopping. It
quite knowing how much elTort the jerked a few tears and nudged a few
cast and crew had actually put into hard hearts. Most people walked

contemplative

harmonized and

music.

played four differ
ent keyboards, but

away a little different.
i had a unique siluatioiv. You

opened up with a

this stunning production.

The words: "Kind of a down
er..." and "If it weren't for the

hard and, at times,

The

band

never known someone who died in

heavy heart down the auditorium

one. To this day 1 still don't know
what happened in the Gulf, or even

step.s.

where the Gulf is.

There was something different
about the message of this show. It
wasn't like Godspell. It wasn't like
Man of La Mancha. This hit home

called The Pale.
Their

That isn't why this production
hurt. It hurt because my friend and
brother Peter Lopez recently

grazing crowds I was disappointed.
It was quite possible that I.was the

only aching heart in the audience.
It was a production about the

who cither volunteered or were sent

papered houses with Pete. I've
stayed up all hours of the night talk
ing with him. I've swum in a freez
ing river with Pete.

for service in Vietnam during the

I've had more fun with him

evils of the Vietnam War. It told the

stories of several young women

It tells of the evils of being in a
situation where death is an every

They were musically tal
ented with a handful of rock
like tunes. Their music had

characteristics of punk rock,
contemporary power pop and a
deeper indie/emo style. They
covered the Toy Story song
"You've Got a Friend in Me,"

but may not have played up to
Woody and Buzz's standards.
The second part of the
s h o w, P i v i t p l e x ( f r o m
Montana), livened things up a
little. Like The Pale, however,

It hurts because I love him

falling.
It was an incredible production
that was incredibly taxing on every
cast member (props to the ensemble

more than I've loved almost any
friend. It hurts because when I

talked to him two weeks ago he said
goodbye. And most of all it hurts
becau.se he might have meant it.

members).

Its message was clear and com-

despite "opening SHOCKING THE MASSES: Skillet amazes

"Ripley's Believe

seamed to lack uniqueness.

my life. We've shared our fears, our
hopes, our dreams, our crushes and
even our deep struggles. He has
been and is my dear brother.

day occurrence. Men dying, chil
dren killing, mines exploding, teare

handful

melodic tunes that

than practically any other person in

war.

by PRA1SETV.COM/APTISTS/ARTIST PROFILEASP?ART1STID=I07 even with their

bright moments

They played some a clear focus on Christ,

copter gunmen (Pete's position),
leading us to believe that they were
expecting to lose a few. and left.
I've gone fishing with Pete.
I've trespassed with Pete. I've toilet

but as I scanned the faces of the

was

act" syndrome, students and locals with good, hard music and

East. They trained a few more heli

alone in my solemn contemplation,

set

characterized

unit to head over to the Middle

I thought for sure I wasn't

from

Bellingham, WA

received orders with the rest of his

and hit it hard.

managed to headbang harder than
Mudvayne fans
(an eye-popping
accomplishment).
Better yet,

fellow northwest

. s e e : I ' v e n e v e r s e e n a w a r. I ' v e

jokc.s I would have left halfway..."
pricked my ears as I dragged my

show

artist Bleach. If in fact a person
closed their eyes, it'd be hard to
tell the two apart.
On the more positive side
of things. Skillet put on more
than a show. They put on an
energy-filled masterpiece that
might have managed to get
Grandma Betty and Great
Uncle Earl jumping out of their
rockers.

of

it or Not" feats,

they still went out
of their way to
make sure to keep it Christcentered.

They emphasized this as
they performed an incredible
ballad that encompassed sam
ples from "You are My Hope,"
"Rest," "Thirsty," and a few
other select worship songs of
theirs.

All in all, Valentine's Day
was not only a night of long,

The majority of their set

romantic drives to the beach

w a s o ff t h e i r t w o l a t e s t a l b u m s

and "getting close," but much

entitled Invincible and Alien

m o r e .

It was a night of an amaz

Yo u t h . T h e i r s e t w a s b e a u t i f u l

ly executed as they managed to

they didn't blow away the
crowd with anything spectacu
lar. Though Pivitplex did stick
to their roots and managed to
establish themselves by playing
some good oF guitar driven

slower, more worshipful songs
perfectly. Skillet defied the

rock.

core of entertainment might

mesh their hard stuff and their

n o r m s .

Beyond the music, their

ing performance by one of the
most unique and talented bands
around, and a borderline dreary
rainstorm of performances-toforget by two Joe Average
bands we probably won't ever
here of again.

Shaun Groves: Good style Jake's Easy Eats Menu
T O S H I U D R O K E

Staff Writer
He walks onto the stage, a tall,

gawky, toothpick of a man; looks like he's

gave the fans their money's worth, enter
taining them with both his music and his
comedy.
He played songs from both his first
album. Invitation to Eavesdrop (highly

30. with the

r

coordination of

mended),

his

shoulder, he
walks past a

too

short

the
one

him.

|

^

Ingredients:
Crystal Light Lemonade Mix
Pepi^er (that crushed stuff is best)
Salt

rently crea t i n g ,

Chicken Breasts-

(You can buy fresh, though
frozen skinless chicken breasts

work well)

to

Garlic Powder

level. Set oven to broil and place the chick
en on a broiling pan on that lop rack, this

sing along

Onion Powder

will cook it fa.st.

w

f a m i l i a r

Suggested side dishes
Broccoli or green beans

If you want a juicier final product, set
the rack lower, though be aware it will take

songs and

Salad

longer. If you don't have a broiling pan. use

Some kind of rice

cake racks over cookie sheets. The idea is

ence

for

Paupers Lemon Chicken

he is cur

the audi

intends to play
later and up to
a microphone
that is, of

Featured Chef

m

inviting

piano that he

course,

o

new

a

guitar strapped
around

c

and

an adolescent.
With

e

■TA C Q B C O X

g

i

t

h

^

persevere

H e I S u p v v w w c c a u t h o r i t y. c o m / s h a u n g r o v e s . h t m „ •

there all by himself: no drum- , •, u ,

m r tro backup-sitrger, just him and his lakes, it was a la,d back periorntanco, as
instram
onts. He adjusts ihc mic and hits Groves avmded the cares of looking and
i 1 oot the cuitar. This, ladies sounding professional,
the downbct . prnves Tbe show came from his heail, as he
andgenlienien IS ram

Agioup oH „ nf a Chri.stian made fun of his record label's founder,

opened for him^ ome l^alf.hour Michael W. Smith, and reprimanded both
Dixie Chicks, the girls

to lift the meat up out of the juices thai are

Combine all the dry ingredients, the
lemonade mix, pepper, salt, garlic and
onion powder. The amount of each ingredi
ent to use is 2 parts lemonade mix, 2 ptuls
pepper, and one part cvciything else.
If you have onion or garlic salt instead
of powder, don't add the one part salt.
Thaw the chicken if necessary. Take
the mixture and rub it evenly over both

spot making musi /\,yiericanvicwofwar. Groves was funny, sides of the chicken meat, trying to avoid

guitars to water coolers. mpccqpe charismatic, and creative, and his show
After a brief He was even more amazing than his album.
Groves came out in all nis simp j

large clumps of seasonings. Put the internal

oven rack to the next to highest possible

going to be cooking out of it.
Cook each side of the chicken for

seven to ten minutes, at least if your chick
en is on the top rack: it can lake thirty min
utes or more if you use the lowest rack.
A.S a lip. keep the dtx>r on the oven ajar
so the smell gets out into the kitchen, and
you can watch the chicken turn golden.
Its ok for the edges of the chicken to
blacken, so don't panic. Serve with rice, or
Rice-a-Roni, and some greens like salad,
broccoli or green beans.
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Adaptation: A movie for all movie lovers
KENNETH

page of false

D AV I S

s t a r t s fi n d

Staff Writer

their

way

what give the movie its honesty.
Instead it is the emotional com

plexity Kaufman invests in the

into the trash.

characters.

from the creative duo behind I

E v e n t u a l l y,

Reporters tell us Kaufman is
not a fat, pathetic loser - at least

I999's "Being John Malkovich"

in his frustra

that's not how he appears from

is a brilliant, honest, intelligent I
piece of work. I
It may well be the most hon-1
est picture to emerge from the I
Hollywood machine since I
Woody Allen's "Deconstructing I
H a r r y. "
I

tion, Charlie

the outside.

"Adaptation " the latest film I

writes

This is the trick of meaning

him

an insecure,

ful storytelling, to identify the
universal aspects of human
nature, exaggerate them, and

pathetic

attempt to understand what it is

self into his

screenplay as

screenwriter

that makes us the way we are.

L i k e A l l e n ' s fi l m , I

struggling to

"Adaptation" deals with a sue-'

adapt "The

At this Kaufman excels, but
not without the help of the actors

d

and director Spike Jonze. Jonze

Thief into a

handles the material with just the

ccssful writer who struggles in
his life and is having trouble

O

finding his focus on the page.
Nicolas Cage plays screen
writer Charlie Kaufman assigned

movie.

m

to adapt the book "The Orchid

> ^

Thief for the screen.

"The Orchid Thief by New

r

c

h

i

right sense of reality and irony
P a r t

while the cast delivers Oscar

of what is so

worthy performances on every

fascinating

level.

a

Cage especially deserves
recognition for double-handedly
redeeming himself with his por
trayals of Charlie and Donald

b

o

u

t

"Adaptation"

Yo r k c o l u m n i s t S u s a n O r l e a n

is its relation

(Meryl Streep), chronicles the
attempts of orchid "poacher"
John Laroche (Chris Cooper) to
steal the protected flowers from
federal parks.
Fascinated by the risk and
time Laroche invests in his acqui

MOVIF^.GO.COM;'MOVIES/A/ADAPTA'nON_2001 / to real life

sition of the rare flower. Orlean

uses her writing to attempt to
understand this sort of passion.

events.

real Charlie Kaufman is the

His sensitive, dark turns as

story forms the focal point of the
story. He views the project as an
opportunity to make a film just
about flowers, and nothing else,

becomes a student of screenwrit-

screenwriter of "Adaptation." In

the brothers are good enough to

ing lecturer/author Robert
McKee (Brian Cox).
While Donald finds writing

fact, he was actually hired to
adapt Orlean's novel to the big

wipe clean the memory of his
sterile, misguided performances

effectively breaking free of the
Hollywood formula.

by the numbers simple, Charlie is
having no such luck in his
attempt to be original.
In his personal life he is an
insecure, moping mess of a man,
and at the typewriter he finds
even less success as page after

The film currently in theaters

In the meantime his brother

Donald (also played by Cage)

"Adaptation" flashes back and
forth between the struggles of

decides to follow in his brothers

Orlean to write the book and

writer. However, he embraces the

narrative

Kaufman.

classic story narrative and

of

The

The

Kaufman to adapt it. Kaufman's

footsteps and become a screen

Facts, Quotes
and Word
- The out of dale term of the month is "word."

- Joe Millionaire is over, but will his new fame

"Adaptation" is a film for

are also real people, although
Donald is a product of
Kaufman's fertile imagination,
and dealt with accordingly.

those who love movies, those

H o w e v e r, t h e e v e n t s a r e n o t

- The George Fox Lip Sync contest is coming
up.

Aaron Seymour

Movies and

.TESSICA

WILLIAMS

tions include: SLC Punk, Requiem for
a Dream, Fisher King. Donnie Darko

home with the aid of a midwife. There

donate all the proceeds to the Cuba/Jamaica

was talk of naming him "lo" (after the
fifth moon of Jupiter, not after the chick
Zeus turned into a heifer), but thankfully

being a fool by sending him to a university.
You merely turn him into a trained fool, ten
times more dangerous."
-Desmond Bagley

By age 2 he was singing "Blessed
Assurance" and "Amazing Grace" in
church and at family reunions (while
you're picturing this, please keep in
mind that he couldn't say his r's until he
was nine).

megabyte of RAM."
- Bill Gates

- "[I invented the internet.1"
- Al Gore

- The Portland International Film Fe.stival is

scheduled to take place between February
I4th and March 1st at a variety of different
Portland locations al a variety of times. For
more information visit www.nwfilm.org.
- The Word of the generation is Philip. 2:1415: "Do everything without complaining or

- Elliot Bauer's video game recom
mendations include; Grand Turismo

in A-Spec (PS2), Red Faction 11

He was bom not in a hospital, but at

nothing came of that.
He was musical from the beginning.

- "No one will ever need more than one

and Amelie.

Avenger.
Aaron Paul Seymour was bom pn
March 14, 1982, in the sleepy little town

that there is an act that, if victorious, will

(PS2), ICO (PS2) and Unreal

Tournament 2003 (PC).
- Heather Robbins' movie recommen

" I play straight
forward, emotional
soft rock."
In describing his style, he says, "I

At age ten, he formed his first band,
a Beach Boys karaoke cover group.
"It took me a couple meetings at my
house under the premise of a Nintendo
tournament to convince the other guys
that the Beach Boys were cool,"

play straightforward, emotional soft

Seymour states, "but the girls were
always down."
He picked up the guitar at the end of
his eighth grade year, prompted by the
music of Alice in Chains, playing and

exploring difficult subject matter that

singing with several grunge/punk bands

So why don't any current albums
exist? "If I'm going to record, I want to

rock. I don't do anything particularly
original," he admits, "I just take what I
like about good music and synthesize it
to create more good music."
Seymour's music is heartfelt, often
many of today's Christian artists tend to
tiptoe around.

He is currently writing and "hoping

hard" for a batid.

crooked and depraved generation in which

throughout high school.
More recently he has been a solo
acoustic artist, playing locally at the
Foxhole and the Underground, and was

you shine like stars in the universe..."

featured on "Midnight on Friday," last

Seymour fashion, he says, "I just don't

year's Campus Album.

want to turn out any crap."

arguing, so that you may be pure and blame
less, children of God without fault in a

Video Games
- Elliot Bauer's movie recommenda

Stajf Writer

of Grandview, WA.

- "If a man is a fool, you don't train him out of

searching for something more,
and those in pain. In short, it is a
movie for everyone.

Recommended

If you don't have an act in preparation, you
had better at least show up. Rumor has it

May Serve team.

who love life, those who are

Musician of the month:

Aaron Seymour is the Punk Rawk

turn his lie into truth?

busters.

is the result. Laroche and Mckee

Use it as regularly as you would if you were
on the tip of the fad wave.

in recent big-budget block

screen.

do it right, and 1 haven't really come
across the resources yet."
In characteristic tell-it-like-it-is

dations include; Antwone Fisher, The
Indiana Jones Trilogy, Breakfast at
Tiffany's and UHF.
- Kenny Davis' movie recommenda

tions include: The Apartment, Vertigo,
Platoon, American Graffiti, Royal
Tenanbaums. Taxi Driver, The
Hidden Foitre.ss, Close Encounters of

the Third Kind and Wonderboys.
- John Moore's video game recom
mendations include: Marathon

Infinity (Mac), Halo (X-Box), Half
Life (PC), Majesty (PC or Mac)
Unreal Tournament series (PC)
Quake III (PC).
- Stephen Roby s movie recommeiv

dations include: The Matrix, Fifth

Element. Strange Brew, Mvstcry
Science Theater 3000, Nothing To
Lose. Office Space, Frisco Kid,
Harvey and Sphere.
- Stephen's game recommendations

include; Pitfall (Itari), Tetris
(Nintendo) and Che.ss.

Fohniarv 21. 2003
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to the NBA and college basket

when they make a niockeiy of

ball. where minorities are well

rules?"

represented as coaches and play
ers. It seems that the "good old

boy network" is still running
things in college and profession
al football.

Out of the five vacant head
J O N AT H A N R I P l . F V

coaching positions in the NFL

OFF

being the player that revolution

THE

ized the thought of players enter

M r. W i l b o n i s c o r r e c t - w e

arc so worried iuid put off by the
fact that somebody who is going
to make over .$20 million in the

next year accepted a couple of
throwback Jerseys, but we can't

ing the NBA straight out of High

H O O K

School.

He is the only 6-11 player in
the NBA who can play any posi

C T RIPLRY

Stajf Writer

tion on the court. The last to

We're more than half way

have the same effect was Ervin

get acceptable hiring practices in
the NFL and college football.
As for college football,

through the 2002-2003 NBA sea

thoughts go through peoples'
minds as to who is the best play

progressed

professional sports today, hired

hopefully the success of Tyrone
Willingham at Notre Dame will
help the ca.sc of minority coach

Marvin Lewis to be its head

es. But the fact that his success

I ask that we not look at it as

at all?

coach. He will attempt to revive

should have any impact on
whether or not another minority
coach gets a chance is absolutely

the best player but the most ver
satile player in the NBA. Many
think of Jason Kidd or Tracy

preposterous.

McGrady as the most versatile
player in the league, but 1 would

Conference.

like to look to Kevin Gamett as

city that actually was deserving
of some publicity, he would be
the most popular player in the
NBA and actually get the credit

Sports Editor

this off-season, only one Job was

Have we

procured by a minority. The
Cincinnati Bengals, widely

Ladies and gentlemen, I
have an announcement to

make—it is the year 2003.
Apparently the NFL jind col

lege football didn't get the mes
sage that we have passed on from

die limes of segregation and prej

udicial treatnienl. The conduct of

these entities is absolutely ridicu
lous and should not be taken any
m o r e .

Almost 70 percent of the
players in the NFX are minori
ties, yet only five of the 32 head

coaches in the league are
African-American. That is only
16 percent. It has gotten so out of

known as the worst franchi.se in

a franchise that has not had a

winning sea.son in over 10 years.
Some in the media and
around the NFL think that the

most likely saw it as his one and

White coaches arc recycled
over and over again, while very
few minority coaches are given
chance. All they are a.sking for is
a chance to fail. Just like every

only chance to achieve head
coaching status in the league and
Jumped at the chance.

body else.
Maybe it will take some of
the higher proillc free agents to

Tw o o f t h b t e a m s w h o h a d

say that they will only sign with
a team if it is giving equal oppor

Bengals have set Lewis up to fail
and that it was not a good move
for him to take the Job. But he

coaching vacancies, the Detroit

Lions and the Dallas Cowboys,
didn't even legitimately inter
view a minority candidate for
their positions, violating the new
rule in the NFL. Cowboys owner

tunity to minority coaches and
white coaches.

This debate runs parallel
with the debate over whether

affirmative action is good or bad

Jerry Jones said'that he had a one
hour phone interview with

for society. The fact is that we

hand that the administrators of

the league had to make a rule that

Dennis Green, while the Lions

that wc still need things like

teams had to interview at least

couldn't get anybody to inter
view for their position because

a f fi r m a t i v e a c t i o n a n d r u l e s l i k e

one minority candidate for every
open head coaching position.
College football is even
worse off than its professional

they had already gone public
with the fact that they wanted to
hire Steve Mariucci.

should be .saddened and ashamed

it at this point.
The facts are indisputable.
We should have progressed as a

ject of minority coaches and the

people by now. It is an absolute
travesty that there is such a dis
crepancy between the number of

NFL's new nilc. Michael Wilbon

white head coaches and the nuni

ing historically black colleges

of the Washington Post wrote.
"We expect 18-year-oid LeBron

bcr of minority head coaches in
these sports.

and universities) were headed by

James to follow the rules, but

Football needs to follow the

minority coaches.
These numbers am opposite

grown men who own and run pro

example of othc'r spoils and give
everybody a chance.

counterpart. While over 50 per
cent of the scholarship athletes

are minorities, less then 3 percent
of the football programs (exclud

In a recent piece on the sub

football teams get a free pass

son and as the annual Most

Valuable Player race heats up,

er in the land.

the prime player on the list of
m a n y.

The many components that
comprise this scale in determin
ing a true bailer are the top threepoints, rebounds and assists- and
the sheer versatility that the play

"Magic" John.son who could
play any position from Point
Guard to Center.

Gamett will do the same by
walking the ball up the court,
playing the post and stepping out
to hit a 20 foot Jumper, all of this
while leading the virtually talent
l e s s M i n n e s o t a Ti m b e r w o l v e s t o
the 5th best record in the Western

If Gamett played in an NBA

that he is due.

Kevin Gamett is my pick as
the most versatile player in the
NBA.

er possesses.

it is a.s simple as the facts.
The fact is that for last four years
Kevin Gamett has been the only
player in the NBA to compile
averages of at least 20 points, 10
rebounds and 5 assists per game.

^

During the month of
February. Gamett has become an
absolutely dominant force, aver
aging 28.4 points., 13.9 rebounds
and 5.7 assists per game while

-

•

^

shooting 57% from the field.
Garnctt gained more respect
from his fellow NBA superstars
by attaining this year's All-Star
game MVP by dropping 37
points and 9 rebounds. Rick
Adieman also chose lo go to
Gamett many times in the two

T H E B E S T: K e v i n G a r n e t t

overtimes and Gamett delivered.

is the best, most versatile

Gamett is most known for

player In the NBA today.

A P P H O T O

Bruin men go south on snbpar two game roadtrip
The team loses two

Northwest Conference

Puget Sound ended the
evening hitting 54% (3666) from the floor but Just

on Saturday only to
come away with much

points for the Lutes , and Neil
Mendez had 14 points and 8

of the same results.

assists. Micah Rieke had 13

games in Seattle over

56% (9-12) from the line.

Valentine's weekend

The Bruins shot 37% (25-

ers scoring in double-

and Kellen Willis added 10, giv

68) from the floor on the

night and 15-22 (68%)

figures, the Lutes built a
22- point halftime lead

from the free throw line.

and cruised to 95-76

ing the Lutes five players with
double-firuge point totals.
The loss dropped the Bruins
to 7-16 overall (1-13 in NWC),
while the Lutes jumped to 10-13
overall (7-7 in NWC).
It seems as though on a

SCOTT

BURKHART

Stajf Writer

With five play

The Loggers dominat

victory at Olson

On a weekend where the

ed the boards 46-36. The

Auditorium."

Oregon rain was as monotonous

Bruins had a pair of play
ers in double figures as

The 95 point
total was the highest of
the season for the Lutes,
who started the game on

as the Bruins Men's basketball

season, the team traveled up to

Kenny Macy hit for 13"

the Seattle area to take on confer

points and Zach Hollin for

ence foes Puget Sound and

10. Bryan Wadlow and
Dan Gugliotta were the top

a 19-2 run.

' The Bruins spent the week

Bruin rebounders with 5

were able to whittle the

end ballin' up north only to come

each, while Trevor Person

d e fi c i t

home empty handed. Squaring
off against the Loggers of UPS
on Friday and then the Lutes of

had 4 assists.

points, at 65-55, on a
Mark Gayman bucket
with 12:07 to play, but
never got closer as the

P a c i fi c L u t h e r a n .

PLU on Saturday.
In the first matchup the

Loggers started off shooting 62%
in the first half and building up a

Although the Bruins out-

scored the Loggers 44-32 in the
second half, they never seriously
threatened the rest of the way.

to

10

Sadly to say, the Bruins had

a Valentines Day that might have
rivaled the rest of the George Fox
students. There was no sweet

heart. there were no gifts, no win

away after that.
Mark Gayman

U P C O M I N G

had a double-double for

Chase Curtiss and Audrey Yeager thinks

GAMES

the

S h e l t o n 11 , a n d M a n o ^

Fieldhousc.

down

tion "Where is the love?".

Williams and Matt Glynn

the Loggers rolled past the visit
Conference game at Memorial

Bruins

ning kisses. Only the silent sound
of disappointment.

each ^ded 15 points, AMANDA KEATON

ing Bruins, 90-72 in a Northwest

much amidst that the men's bas

Lutes pulled steadily

30-point lead by the break. Sadly,
that was the story of the night as

weekend where there was so

ketball team was asking the ques

The

Puget Sound poured
in 9 triples and finished
with six players in double
figures, led by Zach
McVey with 22 points. AJ

points, Jonathan Anderson had 11

Mendoza 10.

Shelton had 10 rebounds for Loggers ending a four-game los
a double-double performance. ing streak, and improved to 10-12

Bruins

with

22

points and pulling down
12 rebounds. Kenny
Macy added 14 points, Bryan

Curtiss added 7 assists. The

overall and 5-8 in the Northwest

Wadlow contributed 13 and
Aaron Schmick had 11 for the

Bruins dropped to 7-15 overall

conference.

Bruins. Trevor Person con

and 1-12 in Northwest

The Bruin men then moved

Conference play, while the

across the sound to face the Lutes

tributed 3 assists.

H Tuesday, March 18
GFU V. Linfield

Friday, March 21
GFU V. Willamette

Hazen Hyland poured in 18

Issae^^OOJI
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Lady Bruins take out the Lutes on the road
The Lady Bruins end
Pacific Lutheran's
26-game winning
streak at Olson
Auditorium
PAT R I C K

WILLIS

Myhre having a near-perfect
shooting night with five of her
six attempts from the field find

the game.
Out of the number three spot
in the NWC by a narrow one-

Bruins at the outset of the game
was exhausted and lethargically
inherent, but a reversal of
momentum midway through the

ing the bottom of the basket.
The following Valentines

game margin entering the

Weekend found the Lady Bruins
traveling northward for a show

players poignantly appreciated

opening half surmounted
Pacific's ten-point advantage and

down with Puget Sound. Having

the need to attain a victory in the
here-and-now, for only the top

already swallowed the bitter pill

three teams of the conference are

w i t h t h e P a c i fi c U n i v e r s i t y
Boxers.

The offensive attack for the

Staff Writer

left the Bruins' halftime

The Lady Bruins returned
from their slight Homecoming
weekend two-game slide with a
decisive home victory over the

talks cautiously hanging
on a four-point cushion.
At the beginning of

rematch, the GFU coaches and

given NWC tour
nament passes, and

the second half, both

forcing misfired shots down the
.stretch and leveling the ultimate

scoring timbre by making good
on final free-throw attempts.

With the critical 56-53 loss,

the Lady Bruins squad fully real
ized they had nothing left
remaining in the season to give

up. The fate of the season would

rest in the final games, and the
next would come against the

the Loggers were
in the number

reigning conference champions

three spot.

Lutheran.

and current leaders. Pacific

resiliency would

Realizing that there was no
chance of advancing into the

breath, but such con

stand to be para
mount to the prem

the Lady Bruins took an aggres

veniences were never

ise of this heated

sive stance versus the Lutes of

revealed. Each team

exchange between

Pacific Lutheran.

jumped in spurts and
there were many lead

courtside forces.

changes, until the final
3:27 of the game.

Loggers shook and
shimmied in the

ishing 26-game home winning

P a c i fi c

to

early minutes to a

streak.

withhold an •ultimate

preliminary 7-

charge and finish the
game taking home an
upset win and putting to
bed the Lady Bruins'

point advantage,
the Lady Bruins

Thomas led the Bruins with a

picked up steam in

combined 14-24 from the field.

the latter minutes

The Lady Bruins were the

Sophomore Liz Clark joined in
the statistical charade, pulling
down 10 rebounds (4 offensive)
on the night.
The victory pulled the Lady

hopes of finishing the
remaining reguhir sea
son with a successfully

to release fans into

last road team to win at Olson

Bruins from the brink of their

Much to their cha

Lewis

and

Clark

Pioneers,

outscoring and outplaying their
incoming opponents 73-61.
The game was well-handled

by the Bruins from the opening
tip, beginning with a 17-4 run in
the first 7:30 of action and never

looking back. The shooting touch
was pressed upon sophomore
Kellie Thomas all evening, who
fired on all cylinders, leading all
scorers in the game with 19.
Thomas hit four of seven

from behind the three-point arc,
slandering the defense with her
sweet flair for the long-ball.

A testimony of

teams battled for posi
tioning and for enough
of

a

lead

to

was

take

able

a

unimpeded victory

grimace of the .500 chord of
symmetrical conference standing
and pushed their overall mark to

the

(7-4

in

Northwest

Conference).

After enjoying three consec
utive anti-bus scheduling initia
tives, the George Fox ladies went
back on the road, visiting nearby
Forest Grove for an encounter

Boxers

prowess with a l2-point output.
Amy Fitch's 5 rebound perform
ance, and sophomore Sarah

The Bruins win first

year. Junior designated hitter
Tom Morris went 3 for 4, logging

three, including one

two RBI and two runs on a home

Clark at the Desert

Classic in Arizona
ROBBIE

BLETSCHER

run and two singles. Senior first
baseman and all conference des

team started off the .season with a

engaged spectators

dropped to 17-6 (11-3 in NWC).

tion of their own capabilities

ties and eleven lead

despite a two-game gap still
between them (8-6 in conference)
and the current third place team

and an easy victory over

started for the Bruins and tossed

Northwest Conference foe Lewis
and Clark at the Arizona Desert
Classic in Chandler. Arizona.

5 innings of one-run baseball,

two minutes remaining in the

performance in the 'clutch.-The
Loggers kept interrupting the
Lady Bruins stance, however.

resiliency and ability to battle
through tough situations keep the
outlook positive.

the year. Senior pitcher A-sh
Anunsen also made an appear
ance out of the pen, striking out
one in one scoreless inning.
In the third game of the

for a hard fought Bruin victory.
Chivers was aided by a
relentless George Fox offense

wins over non-conference teams

Sports Teams

Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-2000 this semester with a proven Campus
Fundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quick
ly. so get with the program] It Works Contact Campus Fundraiser
at (888) 923-3238. or visit www.camDusfundrgiser onm

Thomas Chivers battled for six

long innings against PittsburghBradford hurler Nick Eichenlaub

RAMBLINGS
J O N AT H A N R I P I . F Y

Sports Editor

fi r s t , f o u r t h , fi f t h a n d s i x t h

get back into tournament form

would professional women's ten

did it... Maybe Phil Mickleson
should look into getting some, of

nis be without the Williams sis

seven starters this year, and if the
weekend's games are any indica

Tucker finished the day 1 for 4,
and added four RBI's to send the

striking out three.

tion, they seem well on their way

Mountaineers packing with an

To m M o r r i s d o u b l e d i n t h e

to another successful season.

early loss. Sophomore shortstop

first to bring the first two Bruin

wins at Indiana, Portland, the

In the first match up against
Lewis and Clark, sophomore AllNorthwest Conference pitcher
Scott Hyde hurled 5 sterling
innings, giving up only one hit
and one walk, while striking out

D a v i d P e t e r s o n f o l l o w e d h i s fi r s t

runs home, and center fielder

Lakers and Sacramento... What

game success and added two

Jake Johnson went 2 for 4 with

more hits in three at bats, and

two RBJ's. Junior catcher Greg

s e n i o r o u t fi e l d e r J a k e J o h n . s o n

Dombek added a triple, RBI and

will it take for Rickey Henderson
to retire—somebtxly please let
me know... Sorry OSU, Dennis

started his season right by adding

a run, while senior left fielder

two hits as well.

Stephen Donohue added two

Senior pitcher Nathan Green

runs on a hit and a walk.

that inferior equipment Tiger has
been playing with... With no
clear cut #l team March

Madness could be pretty interest
ing this year... How about that
Spurs road trip—8 in a row with

Erickson found something bet
ter... Did anybody enjoy the
Mttriah Carey halftime perform

relieved Dixon after his near-

Junior outfielder Joshua

ance as much as I did7,..How sad

in a big third inning to aid the

flawless performance in the
sixth, and pitched one scoreless

Sargent also added two runs and
a stolen base to help the Bruins

pitcher to his first victory of the

inning to gain his first victory of

win their third in a row.

is it that in 2003 the NFL needs a
law requiring teams to interview
African-American candidates for

Hyde was aided by a power
ful offense that scored runs early

LeBron is getting all the hype
right now... 63 straight and
counting for the UConn women,
smells like greatness... Where

Senior third basemen Kevin

6 in a 8-4 win.

think Kobe is a little miffed that

..Didn't take Tiger too long to

The Bruins are returning

giving up 6 hits and striking out

head eoaching positions... 1

that scored two runs each in the

innings to give their pitcher-some
breathing room.
Freshman pitcher/outfielder
Alex Bailey also made his first
start of (he season, pitching the
final inning of the game and

4 .

gave the Lady Bruins a satisfac

into the game knowing that addi
tional grounds of significance
would comprise the focal point of

The second game of the day
pitted the Bruins against the
Eastern Oregon Mountaineers.

The 45-42 win over PLU

in the season, the Bruins came

weekend, sophomore pitcher

Cory Dixon, another AIlNorlhwesl Conference pitcher,

bang this weekend with two huge

6 in NWC), while the Lutes

(UPS-10-4).
While the Lady Bruins' play
off picture may look bleak, their

ignated hitter Eric Bell and soph
omore shortstop David Peterson
each went .two for three, adding
two runs apiece.

Stajf Writer
The George Fox baseball

same ferocity

game, Kim Leith capped another
Bruins comeback swing with late

Successful opening to season
against Lewis and

Bruins record to 13-10 overall (8-

win of the season grabbing an offensive rebound. Clark changes *
Despite the unex- had 10 rebounds- 4 offensive- against Lewis & Clark. little over
of suffering an overtime defeat at
the hands of the Loggers earlier

The win took the Lady

the

of

K E A T O N ing notice of two

Northwest Conference Sophomore wing Liz Clark goes back up

pcctcd loss, individual bright
spots included freshman Kim
Leith revealing her offensive

combined 33 points, going a

Auditorium, with their 54-51 vic

of action, includ

AMANDA

Darby Cave and Kellie

tory on February 3, 2001.

in the second half

third

45-42, ending the Lutes' aston

witnessing a GFU
single-point lead.
More

grin, the Lady Bruins
fell by a final score of
59-54, culminating in

In a defensive struggle, the

Lady Bruins defeated the Lute.s,

the concessions

stretch.

.second three-game losing streak
this season. The win also brought
the .squad further from the nasty

12-8

Although the

NWC playoffs with another loss,

ters?... The old guys Jordan anS
Pippen still playing decent bas

ketball at an advance age... It
win be interesting to see how the

Buccaneers fare without early
round draft picks the next couple
of years...! wonder if the media

will follow LcBron a.s closely
when his season is over... What

kind of records will Barry Bonds
set this year?...Why don't more
NBA teams understand that the
secret to on-court success is ball

movement and player move

ment...It will be interesting to see

how Miami does next year with
new starting Qaurterback and

new starting Running Back
Does anyone get Nascar?...Nene
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Death of young Orioles pitcher linked to Ephedra
Steve Bechler, passed

failure, Perper said.
Only toxicology tests can

loss drug that contains ephedrine.

confirm whether there was

which makes Xenadrine, noted

ephedrine in Bechler's system,
and those results won't be avail

that the recommended dosage for
the drug is two capsules twice a

He was only 23 years

able for at least two weeks,

day.

Perper said.

Yo r k Ya n k e e s a n d S a n F r a n c i s c o

of age.

Among other factors cited by
Perper as contributing to the 23-

ASSOCTATRn PRRSS

year-old pitcher's death: a history

"Physicians warn that many
adverse events related to ephedra
are due to people taking more
than the recommended dosages,"
the company said in a statement.
"Xenadrine has been the

an article entitled, "The Effect of

apparently as a

result of taking the
substance ephedrine.

A weight-loss drug contain

ing a stimulant probably con

tributed to the heatstroke death of

Baltimore Orioles pitching
prospect Steve Bechler. a coroner

said Tuesday.

Bechler had been taking an
over-the-counter supplement that
contained ephedrine, which has
been linked to heatstroke and

heart trouble, Broward County
medical examiner Dr. Joshua

of borderline high blood pres
sure; liver abnormalities detected

Cytodyne Technologies,

"They figured it's not impor
tant," Perper said.
Major league teams have
cautioned players in the past
about the dangers of ephedrine.
Medical personnel with the New
Giants were among those warn
ing players anew Tuesday about
the risks.
I n a d d i t i o n , t h e Ya n k e e s l e f t

two years ago but
not diagnosed;

Heat

warm,

humid

every player's

weather during

locker room seat.

Athletes," on

the workout when
he

became

on

Orioles

team

ill

p h y s i c i a n D r.

Sunday; he was

William Goldiner

said he hopes the
coroner's findings

on a diet and had
n't eaten much

solid food the pre
vious two days.

trigger a "baseball
ban.

factors converged

by the NCAA, the NFL and the

together and

just a problem of
Major League

resulted in the

B a s e b a l l , "

fatal heatstroke,"

Goldiner

Perper urged baseball to ban

Perper said.
But Perper

"This is a prob

the stimulant, and its risks --

spent the bulk of

counter supple

his

ments

International Olympic
Committee, but not by Major
League Baseball.

along with warnings about hot
weather — were a topic of club
house conversation throughout
big league training camps.
"We're going to wait until we

know more about what hap
pened," baseball spokesman Rich
Levin said.
Union head Donald Fehr

added: "I'm not going to say any
thing until after the funeral and
the burial. It would be inappro

not

said.

lem of over-the-

that

are

dangerous, and
focusing
on
AP
P H O T O they are
ephedrine, the TOO SOON: Bechler, only 23 years old was chosen in the
unregulated to the
active substance in fhird round of the 1998 draft by the Baltimore Orioles. He
point where you

the plant ephedra. suffered a heat stroke in high school also.
Though common
in supplements, Perper said
they're too risky for athletes.
"I would like to hope that
this very unfortunate and tragic
death would prompt perhaps the
baseball association and other

ing workout sent his temperature
to 108 degrees. Preliminary

Perper, who interviewed the
player's family and Orioles offi

autopsy findings indicated he
died from complications of heat
stroke that caused multi-organ

cials, said he was told Bechler

athletic groups to ban them from
their practice," he said.

took three tablets each morning
of Xenadrine RFA-I, a weight-

THROWBACK
THE

is

news conference

priate."
Bechler died Monday, less
than 24 hours after a spring train

OF

"This

30-minute

JERSEY
WEEK

what's "m some of

subject of numerous clmical tri
als on people, which have con
clusively demonstrated that the
product is safe and effective

Bechler was a third-round draft

A bottle of Xenadrine was
found in Bechler's locker after he

became ill and shown to para
medics, Perper said. The contents
couldn't be analyzed because the
bottle was inadvertently thrown

Riley said. "He was like, U
messed up. I want to change.' He
wanted to change his work
ethic."

The mourning Orioles
resumed drills Tuesday at Fort

A native of Medford, Ore.,

pick by the Orioles in 1998. He
made his major league debut last

center field flag was at half staff,
and on a cloudless day the gloom
slowly began to lift during the
workout.

Coach Rick Dempsey
clapped his hands and shouted
encouragement, and there was
even an occasional joke
exchanged behind the batting
cage.

"We wanted to keep people
busy and try to fill the day,"
Hargrove said. "1 think it was a
good decision."
For Hargrove, the challenge
of resuming a routine was
painfully familiar. He was man
ager of the Cleveland Indians 10
years ago when two of their piayers, Tim Crews and Steve Olin,

September and was expected to died in a boat crash during spring
begin this season with the club's training.
new Triple-A affiliate in Ottawa
"Every circumstance is dif
Bechler and his wife, Kiley, ferent," Hargrove said. "What
were expecting their first child in we're having to go through is not

he said.

left without speaking to reporters.

ing to go through."

April. She visited camp Tuesday

Positive start for track season
Bruins put together

indoor record from last year in
the triple jump (35-10) by jump

Ben's been doing to improve on
his start technique."

outstanding tuneiip

ing 36-01.25, but in turn was
beaten by Baron who jumped 3602. Boatright's mark was #3 alltime for sophomores and Baron's
was #3 all-time among seniors.

Among other Bruin men,
sophomore Steven Beardsley ran

NEWS

RELEASE

Baron missed the school long

52.50 in the 400m dash, 9/lOOths
off his outdoor best, and fresh

man Dane Coppini ran 2:05.76 in
the 800, a 2-second improvement

jump record she and Boatright
shared from last year (17-8) with

over his outdoor best.

son does not start officially for
the George Fox University men's
and women's teams for a couple

a 17-6.75 (#2 all-time for sen

iors), and Boatright was at 17-

placed fourth in the 3000m race
with an 11-second personal

03.5.

record of 8:52.35. GFU alum

of weeks, the Idaho Indoor Meet

Senior Erin Paisley, who is in
her junior year of eligibility, also

Brandon Workman, representing

While the track and field sea

was held Saturday, February 15 at
the University of Idaho.
The invitational meet proved
to be the ideal tune-up for the new

season for the 16 Bruins who par

Senior

Michael

Owen

the Bruin Track Club, was the

set a new women's school record

event winner in 8:48.21, while

in the 20-lb. weight throw with a

junior Matt Burg, in his sopho
more year of eligibility also had a

distance of 37-00.5.

On the men's side, junior Ben

ticipated.
The Bruins' top two women
athletes, senior Kelsey Baron and

Salisbury posted a 7.05 in the

huge personal record with a solid
9:10.38 race.

60m dash and a 21.91 in the

Two others also set personal

200m dash, both new school

records: freshman Phil Garrison

sophomore Jo Boatright, picked
up right where they left off last
year (Baron was an NCAA

indoor records. He beat Ryan

in the 3000, and junior Doug

Chaney's 200m record by 6/lOths
of a second and was only 3/lOths

Division III All-American in the

slower than his outdoor best,

long jump and Boatright was

making him the overall event

Beatty, only in his sophomore
year of eligibility, who beat his
previous best in the long jump by
nearly a foot, at 19-03.5

Northwest Conference Women's

winner and fifth in the 60m dash.

The Bruin men and womeii

In pointing to Salisbury's

Athlete of the Year).

asssitspergamedunnghsi 14year

ing the offseason.
"He was really distraught,"

nearly as difficult as what Kiley
and the rest of the family are hav

Moscow, Idaho

whcihheaveraged2?PO"®
' ^'

Hargrove.
Teammate Matt Riley said
Bechler later acknowledged he
had failed to train properly dur

a n d m e t w i t h t e a m o f fi c i a l s b u t

Idaho invitational in

and 6.7

weight.
Struggling with his condi
tioning, he was unable to com
plete running drills Saturday and
was scolded by manager Mike

away by someone with the team,

for regular season in

The
l l i e Lose
l a O g uhad
i u h•hdomi
d d . .."'r e—
bounds

don't even know

these things."

when used as directed."

joining the Orioles organization
and weighed 249 pounds Friday,
10 pounds above his listed

Lauderdale Stadium, where the

Perper said.
Ephedrine has been banned

"All of those

The 6-foot-2 Bechler had

battled a weight problem since

Boatright set an indoor

achievements, coach Wes Cook

record in the 60m hurdles of 9.37,

commented, "Much of this can be

begin their outdoor track and
field season on Saturday, March
1, at the Linfield Icebreaker in

then bettered her own school

credited to the quality of work

McMinnville.
IssueSVol.CXDC
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NEWS

February/March 2003
Sunday

M O N D A Y

TUESDAY

16

19

18

17

S AT U R D AY

F R I D AY

T H U R S D AY

WEDNESDAY

^ ^ BSB @ U

21

20

Portland—

1pm
Women's Tennis vs
L&C—10am

ASC Event: Regal
Movie Night

23

24

27

26

25

^ Q Women's

BSB vs

Te n n i s v s

PLU—2pm

B S B v s We s t e r n

BSB vs ECU-3pm

Baptist —3pm in

Men's Tennis @ PLU

McMinnville

— 3pm

Concordia—2pm

Jugs Baseball Spring

3

4

Men's Tennis @ UPS
— 10am

SB: NCC — 3pm

BSB vs Cone.—7pm
O BSB@Willamette

7

6

5

Wo m e n ' s Te n n i s

1 vs UPS—10am

L i n fi e l d I c e b r e a k e r

Dating Game

2

& Clark — 10am

Track & Field @

ASC Event: The

Classic

Men's Tennis @ Lewis

O —12pm
SB@Willamette—2pm

SB @ L&C -9am,

M e n ' s Te n n i s v s .

N C C @ L & C — 11

Linfield —2:30pm

Women's Tennis @

Linfield—2pm

pm

Track & Field: GFU
Home Meet

Album: CD release in April

Bad weather increases

continued from page 1

need for blood donors

sounding record.
The album is being recorded
at the Ross studio at

Friday include songs by such
artists as Brightwood, Roy. Aaron
Seymour and Bryan Free.
This year's plan to improve
the quality of the album includes
more creative input on the part of

will be mixed and a selection
committee will choose the best 12

to 14. The producers expect about
20 songs to be recorded total. The
will be featured on a limited edi
tion B-Sides record.
A CD

be mixed and mastered

Cottage Grove, Oregon.
The new equipment
makes for great record

facility in adding that
creative, professional

Highlights of Midnight on

general health.
Please be encouraged to

Although Northwest win
ters make getting out difficult,

seriously consider blood dona-,

the need for blood donations

remains critical. Chilly tem

questions about donor eligibil
ity, call 1-800-GJVE LIFE or

tion this winter season. For

cmail CanlDonate@u.sa.redcross.org.

eral bands and artists

fic accidents, which increa.se.s

from the album.

trauma-related bkwd use.

You may also contact the
Health and Counseling Center

new

CD
and

By regularly giving blood
during the winter and early

at

$4,

Midnight on Friday

.spring months, donors can help

will be available for

put accident victims, surgery

$2. Both CDs togeth

and cancer patients, people
with blood diseases, and others

any of the following Blood
Drive^ Committee Members:
Paige
Huggins
(pahuggin@georgefox.edu).

cost

er will cost $5.,

This year's
album will be graphi
the producers. Rather than merely

cally designed by senior art major

recording, they plan to work
closely with the musicians in each
session, helping each song reach
its potential and shaping a more

Brandon

The recording process will be
finished by Spring Break. Tracks

Ccmtrihulin^ Writer

peratures and rainy weather

will

cohesive album.

110 pounds <uid be in good

tend to increase the risk of traf

The

ings, but nothing beats
a high-level mixing

community among the musicians.

release

party is scheduled for
April and will feature
performances by sev

by the producers at
Genesis Digital in

equipment, more sources of cre
ative input, and a greater sense of

ORTON

ones that don't make the final cut

G F U . H o w e v e r, i t w i l l

edge to the sound.
Last year's campus
album. Midnight on
Friday, was a signifi
cant improvement over past
records. The producers believe
this was due largely to better

«

Buerkle

who

also

designed the cover of Midnight
on Friday.
So perk up your ears and
hold your breath: the new campus
album is well on its way to a
stereo near you!

503-554-2340

(vorton@georgefox.edu), or

needing bloixi transfusions on
the road to recovery.
An Ameriq^ui Red Cross

Chri.stine McCandiess (chmc-

blood drive will be at George
Fox University, Wheeler
Sports Center on Thursday

(andavis@georgefox. edu),

March

13.

2003

from

11:00am-5:00pm,
Donors must be at least 17

years old, weigh a minimum of

cand@georgefox,edu>,
Amanda

Davis

Desiree Haywood, (dehaywoo@georgefox.eduL and
Michal Stevens (amsteven
@georgefox.eduL

Give the ultimate gift.

Give blood, the gift of life.

R i c h t e r S c h o l a r Aw a r d s
Students are invited to submit research proposals for a new round of Richter Scholar
Awards.

There are additional funds available for undergraduate and graduate students to carry out research
projects during the 2003 calendar year.

Proposals are due on March 12 and applicants wil be notified of the decisions on March 19
Faculty support for the proposal is required.
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